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George H.W. Bush, the 41st president, passed away at age 94. His handling of the invasion in Kuwait is viewed as his greatest presidential success.

A 7.0 magnitude earthquake shook Anchorage on November 30th, 2018. The quake, centered 10 miles north of Anchorage was felt as far as 400 miles away. It was the biggest earthquake to hit Alaska in over 50 years.

The 2018 wildfire season was the most destructive and deadly in California's history. 1,890,438 acres were burned in a total of 8,434 fires.

Donald Trump is the current United States President. Some of key phrases of his are "Make America Great Again" and "Build the Wall".

Top Trends Of 18-19

Top Movies of 2018-19

Avengers: Infinity War
Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again
A Star Is Born
Jurassic World
Incredibles 2
Black Panther

Top Memes of 2018-19
Ketchikan High School
established in 1915
2610 4th Avenue
Ketchikan Alaska

176 student days
66,704 minutes
(thats like watching Shrek 702 times)

7:05:36 minutes of daylight
(on our darkest school day)

558 total students
- Freshman - 172
- Sophomores - 142
- Juniors - 120
- Seniors - 124

What is your favorite social media?

God's Plan
Drake
Psycho
Post Malone
Thank U, Next
Ariana Grande
Sad!
XXX Tentacion
Below: Maggie Boehlert (9), Paige Boehlert (9), Ruby Mccue (9), Jocelyn Cannon (9), Hayley Gilson (9)

Above: Max Malouf (9) and Father John catch 215 lb halibut!

Above: Jhaelah Schultz (11), Lyla Seludo (10), and Ally Ralph (9) hanging out in Deep Bay.

Above: Max Malouf (9) and Father John catch 215 lb halibut!

Above: Jade Corbett (11) hosting cruise ship tourist at Cape Fox!

Above: Ashley Wardrop, Nicole Embree (11), Aedel Magno (12), Sarah Palaruan (11), Gabrielle Perro (11), Jessilynn Sivertsen (12), Claire Rhein (12) at Young Life Camp!

Above: Ada Oden (9), Taylor Sullivan (9), and Gabby Mas (9) on Gero-Exchange in Japan!

Left: Amanda Dale (10) kayaking into the sunset.

Right: Nicole Embree and Madi Rose after their performance at

Above: Devin Cragun (11) and friends enjoy relaxing walk around Ward Lake!

Left: Tessa Salazar (10), Erin Shea (10), and Morgan Elderding (10) at the Olympic Stadium on the Greece Trip!

Above: Lilly Au ger (11) waiting to slay some King Salmon in George Inlet!

Above: Dawn Rauwolf and Erika Rauwolf enjoying a night out in Seattle!

Above: Lilly Auger (11) waiting to slay some King Salmon in George Inlet!
Above: Mackenzie Merrill (11) and Mady Purcell (11) weigh in their salmon at Cedars Lodge!

Above: Shaye Skilling (11) and Kiara Hodges (11) hiking Perserverance Trail!

Above: Riley Deal (10) taking a road trip stop in Canada!

Below: Bella Roberts (11) and Amanda Dale (10) paddle boarding.

Above: Shae Mendoza (9), Ira Magno (9), and Karen Abigania (9) chilling at downtown docks.

Above: Caden Thomas (11) showing off his big catch!

Above: Jeb Tarvas (11) Wyatt Glenn (11), Alex Beer (11), Joey Mcgoon (11), and Katlian Blankenship (11) pose on Deer Mountain.

Below: Shelby Kamm (9), Mother Lesley, Avery Thomas (9), Natalie Carter (9) go floatin' & flyin through the AK skies.

Above: Jalina Williams (11) cheesing in Florida!

Above: Jalina Williams (11) showing off his climbing skills.

Above: Kiara Hodges (11), Shaye Skilling (11) Riley Boshakoff (11) Dearly Villafor (11), and Erika Rauwolf (11) enjoy a night together at Rotary beach.

Above: Samatha Wodehouse (9) and Elle Pickrell (9) grubbin at the Pio.

Left: Karly McMahon (11) getting ready to set sail with partner, Roxy Rue
Summer of 2018 with the seniors was spent outdoors, on the water, in the mountains, and even in other countries. Memories were made with good friends, fun times and great weather.

Connor Wodehouse riding an ostrich during his exchange in South Africa.

Gavin Salazar, and Wyatt Barajas with their big catch.

Emelie and Natalie Shay at Silver Falls state park.

Elizabeth Knight and Jenna Miller in Smugglers Cove.

Jessilynn Sivertsen, Bailey Fousel, Raevyn Goodson, and Ruvely'n Correa at girls state this summer.

Jacie Johansen and Maya Parker on the Greece summer trip.

Aleks Bolshakoff, Natalie Shay and Bailey Fousel chilling in a hammock.
Elizabeth Knight and Chanell Brown on top of the mountain this summer.

Kiffer, Wyatt Barajas, Gavin Salazar, Brock King, and Teddy Kemble tearin up the turf.

Natalie Shay, Molly O'brien, Jacie Johansen, Alyssa Mendoza, and Natalie Shay with their awards at the UDA Dance Camp in Palm Springs, CA.

Brown, Crist Carlson, Brendan Wong, Renzie Lorenzo, Stevie Byron, Tarrant Sasser, and Brandon Wieber at Boise State University for a football camp.

Stephanie DeLeon playing a ukulele at her summer Outer Coast experience.

Ella Hillberry and Nikita Burnett enjoying the sunset from a hammock point of view.

Maya Parker, Payton Simmons, and Jenna Miller enjoying some time out on the water.

Bayley Kaler vibes with the tides.

Jon Barron fishes off downtown docks!
In 2019 the Kayhi Cross Country team had another great season. The team was dedicated to making the most of this year. For regular season meets the team traveled to Petersburg, Sitka, and Metlakatla. They sent a total of 14 runners to regions in Juneau and 5 Kayhi kids placed high enough to qualify for state championships.

Senior captain Jon Barron stated “This year resulted in many new members, PR’s, and memories that’ll last a lifetime.”

The girls team in Petersburg. From left to right - Sophie Cornwall (11), Elizabeth Knight (12), Maggie Boehlert (9), Ruby McCue (9), Paige Boehlert (9), Ashley Cyr (11), Morgan Elerding, (10), Rachael Knight

The boys team posing in Petersburg. From left to right - Greg Merle (11), Ivan Credito (12), Connor Ray (9), Charlie Blair (10), Jon Barron (12), Tristan Dahl (10), Caleb Eisenhower (9), Hunter Matthews (11), Mickey Lapinski (9), Katlian Blankenship (10), Riley Deal (10), Dwight King (11), Brent Capps (9)
Top Left: Our smiling team after their Juneau race.
Top Right: Part of the girls team ready for their home race.
Left: Our kayhi team pose before state races.
Right: Spa night with Coach Laura and the state team.
Four seniors signed up for college football. Left to right: Brendan Wong, Brandon Wieber, Stephen Byron, and Christopher Carlson.
Kings rocked this season finishing with the record of 6-2. Having the program being nearly shut down after a winless season last year that only motivated the players. Moving down to Division III the Kings became one of the top contenders for the State Championship. Their momentum was at their greatest when they defeated the defending state champs, the Barrow Whalers on their home turf where they hadn't lost for two years. For the first time in Kayhi history the Kings made the playoffs. Although the Kings lost in the playoffs they had one of their best seasons since 2014 finishing 2nd in their conference. -Renzie Lorenzo & Crist Carlson
**Year Recap**

At the start of the Swim and Dive 2018 season our team was filled with a large amount of inexperienced swimmers. With dedication and practice of the entire team, so much progress was made. This season many swimmers gave a shot at diving and had more progress than they thought possible. At the Region 5 swim meet we took home the Sportsmanship award for at least the 5th year in a row! There were two swimmers and one diver that made it to State Championships this year in Anchorage.

**Home Town Support**

Kayhi showing each other love and cheering each other on at the first and only home meet of the season.

**Out of the Pool Fun**

The team having a good time bonding before the season starts.
The team taking some time to chill during Kayhi's only home swim meet.

**Top:** Anna Jones (9), Ethan Thomas (10), and Ellie Carter (11)

**Bottom:** Jocelyn Cannon (9), and Paris Knuteson (9)

**SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD**

The 2018-2019 swim team brought home the sportsmanship award. No surprise with the amazing Kayhi swim team spirit!
Meet US
AT THE NET

The best feeling while playing volleyball is, blocking the hardest TM players hit.
-Louise Peterson (12)

“Throughout the entire season, from the beginning to end, the players I had the privilege of playing with were girls who are made it all be worth it in end. Sure every team has it’s ups and downs, but we worked through and played the game because that’s what we came together to do. Being Varsity Team Captain, a key representative of our Kayhi Volleyball team was another privilege I had the honor of taking, which made me come to realize how much I love the game. Volleyball has taught me that you shouldn’t give up your passion once it has become apart of your everyday life. There have been amazing opportunities experienced from being in competitions, to playing in a small schools tournament. I am very excited to come back to the game I love next year, as a proud senior. Let’s go lady kings volleyball!” - Madison Purcell (11)


Above our proud Lady Kings seniors, Louise Peterson, Autumn Yeisley, and Kailey Edenshaw smiling in excitement for the new season.
Makenzie Merrill (11) sets the ball up to Autumn Yeisley (12).

The team smiling and posing right before their small schools tournament. Ready to win some games!

Favorite Volleyball Memory

Favorite part about the volleyball season.
Being able to travel with my teammates.
-Karen Abigania (9)

What was the best memory of the season?
The team sleep over when we played Zombie tag.
-Lauren Olsen (9)

Favorite memory during a game?
When the referees from Klawock call my hits out and it was clearly in.
-Ada Hu (11)
A team picture after the boys dominated the Bill Weiss Tournament.

Right: The team huddles together before the Bill Weiss Tournament.

Top Right: Patrick Rauwolf winning first in his weight class at the Bill Weiss Tournament.

Left: Degan Linne (9) winning first place in his weight class at the annual Bill Weiss Wrestling Tournament.

Right: Brayden Linne (12) addressing the crowd after taking his fourth consecutive title at the annual Bill Weiss Wrestling Tournament.

KAYHI WRESTLING

This year’s wrestling season was one for the books! The boys won their eleventh consecutive Regions title, with ten individual Regional champions. Matthew Rodriguez (12) was named ‘Most Outstanding Wrestler’ for Southeast Alaska, and Sully Schultz (11) and Gabe Tabb (10) were awarded ‘Good Sport’ winners for the tournament. The girls team also improved immensely, winning second place at Regions, sending four girls to state including Louisse Bueno (10), Hayley Gilson (9), Ruby McCue (9) and Ada Odden (9). Go Kings!
STATE WRESTLING

This year the team sent a total of seventeen wrestlers to State, with a total of thirteen boys and four girls. Patrick Rauwolf (12) and Degan Linne (9) both placed third at the Tournament, and both Brandon Weiber (12) and Andy Collins (10) placed fifth in the tournament. There were lots of close matches earlier in the tournament that prevented some good wrestlers from advancing further. Senior Brayden Linne was ranked 1st going into the tournament but unfortunately wasn’t able to compete due to an ankle injury. “I am very proud of the team this year, after losing 20 seniors from last year, the team did great. I will be sad to see this group of seniors go. I have been coaching Matthew, Brayden, and Patrick since Kindergarten.” –Coach Rick Collins.

Left: Andy Collins ecstatic after winning first at the Bill Weiss Tournament in October

Right: Kollin Houthoofd (9), Kaj Biagi (9), and Charlie Bar (10) at the Southeast Wrestling Regions

Wileena Baghoomian (9), Ruby McCue (9), Ada Odden (9), Hailey Gilson (9), Nevaeh Herby (11), and Louisse Bueno (10) pose for a pic at the Bill Weiss Tournament.
BEHIND THE SCENES...

CROSS-COUNTRY

GRANT DULAY (12)
"I wasn’t really in the mood for running but really wanted to still be a part of the team."

DANCE TEAM

MAKENA JOHANSEN (9)
"I did it because it was a good experience and my sisters were on the team."

VOLLEYBALL

JALINA WILLIAMS (11)
"I love to organize things. I also wanted to help and be a part of the team."

BOYS BASKETBALL

ALEX MALOUF (11)
"Having the same group of boys last year really pushed me to manage again! I have a special role just like everyone else and I got to spend the best time of the year with my best friends competing and WINNING a STATE TITLE!"

GIRLS BASKETBALL

ERIN SHEA (11)
"Coach Kelly mentioned it to me and it looked like fun! I like being able to support my friends on the team and still gain experience from the position! I love watching the girls WIN Region Title after Title!"
"WHY ARE YOU A MANAGER?"

ED- RISING

ALYSSA HOWARD (12)
"I understood how things were to run and I was also State Officer for this group and loved the experience."

WRESTLING

LYLA SELUDO (10)
"I was going to do it with a friend, and I love the team environment!"

CHEER

JASHLYN ABIGANIA (9)
"After my ACL injury, I still wanted to support the squad in a new way!"

BASEBALL

DONALD RAYNER (12)
"I wanted to hang out with my friends alongside helping out in community. Overall the experience has been great and I have enjoyed my time as manager as I've relearned the game of baseball, and I look forward to finishing my senior year alongside the team."

SOFTBALL

THERESA NORDLUND (10)
"I became one because of my knee injury. After I had made the team, I found out I couldn't play, but I still wanted to help the team in any way I could."
The Kayhi Cheer team begins their season and hits the ground running. The first week of the season starts with the annual Boys Basketball fundraiser, Meet the Kings, then doesn’t slow down until the season’s over. With determination and working well together, the stunt groups hold real lives in their hands. From weekend basketball games to early morning practices the KHS Cheer team works hard throughout the Winter to “Give em the Fin’ and win a Regions title. This year the cheer team WON 1ST PLACE in the 4A Cheer Competition. The team traveled to Anchorage to compete for a State Title and WON 1ST PLACE in the Division 1 Cheer Tournament!

STUNTS GONE WRONG
TELL US ABOUT YOUR WORST STUNTING EXPERIENCE...

"DOING A 360 AND NICOLE KNEED ME IN MY EYE AND I HAD A FAT EYE FOR A WEEK!" MAYA PARKER (12)

"BASEING WITH DAYANA AND BECAUSE THERE IS A HUGE HEIGHT DIFFERENCE LAUREN FLEW OVER DAYANA! LUCKY CARTER CAUGHT HER!" JESSLYNN SVERTSEN (12)

"WHEN AZ TRIED TO CATCH ME IN A CRADLE AT HIS FIRST PRACTICE AND WE BONKED HEADS!" SHELBY KAYM (9)
Which cheer **PUMPS** up the crowd the most?

* "PUMP IT UP"  
  - Noel Tilson (10)

* "Y-E-L-L"  
  - Lauren Scarzella (10)

* "VICTORY"  
  - Jodee Paule (9)

* SUPER EXCITED FOR THE EDWARD DAVIS (11) GAME!

**WE GOT SPIRIT!**

**CAPTAINS**

**GO! FIGHT! WIN!**
The K-Highlites Dance Team encounters it all during their nine month season. This year, the team traveled to Palm Desert, California for a dance camp. They earned a Superior rating and took home the overall Leadership Award, starting off the year with a bang. Over the course of the season they perform at Football Games, Pep Assemblies, Wrestling, and Basketball Games. At each event they perform one of their six routines; including Football, 'Two Step', Pom, Hip-Hop, Jazz, and 'Footloose'. Aside from just dancing the team participates in an assortment of activities outside of practice, such as volunteering, dance team dates, and just hanging out as a team. The team also traveled to Regions to compete for a Superior rating from a panel of judges and earned their eighth consecutive Superior Rating! Overall making the year one to remember!
THAT SUPERIOR SMILE

Cyr (I) poses at the end of the Footloose routine.

The Founders perform at the end of their Homecoming game.

The Footloose routine during the CCCC Tournament.

Seniors, Jodie Johannsen and Molly O'Brien flash a smile during the Edward Davis Routine.

IN SYNC
Kayhi Kings Basketball is a huge part of Ketchikan High School. This year the Lady Kings struggled at the beginning of the season losing a key player, Payton Simmons (12) to an ACL injury. Facing these adversities lit a fire in the Lady Kings. Despite the odds, this group of ladies won their 6th CONSECUTIVE REGION TITLE! The Varsity team of 3 Seniors, 2 Juniors, 2 Sophomores, and 5 Freshman practiced everyday after school to fight for yet another win. We can’t wait for another great season. GO KINGS!
BASKETBALL

CLASS OF 2019

LIANNE SUEVARA (11) & EMMIE SMITH (2) ABOUT TO BALL OUT!

JENAE RHOADS (10) GETS READY TO D-UP.

MADISON ROSE (15) & LIANNE SUEVARA CELEBRATE!

DORRAS REYNOLDS FAMILIES ON SENIOR NIGHT.

2018-19 JV SQUAD

COURTESY OF KETCHikan PUBLIC LIBRARY & KETCHikan MUSEUMS
The Kayhi Kings started the year with their sights set on a season that would make their supporters proud. Throughout the year the team exceeded expectation after expectation and ended the season as State Champions. The team started off 5-1, went through a rough patch in January going 3-6, and won 13 out of their 14 final games, overall ending their season with a record of 23-8. Although at times it came close, the team took first place in the Clarke Cochrane Tournament, the Region V Tournament, and the State Championship, for the first time in 45 years!

Ultimately, the dream team consisting of eight seniors, three juniors, two sophomores, and one freshman, came out on top. “This is the last time I’ll play with these guys,” Chris Lee said. “It meant the world to us to get this game”, said Chris after winning the State Title. Although there has been some talented teams in the past, this year’s team came together as one like never before to make Kayhi and Ketchikan proud, and to make history as State Champs. GO KINGS!
Clarke Cochran Christmas Classic

The CCCC is an annual Tournament held by Ketchikan High School. It is three days long and features teams from all throughout Alaska as well as some from the West Coast. This year the Kayhi Lady Kings took third place in the tournament, after playing some tough teams from California, The Kayhi Boys Basketball Team placed first in the tournament after playing Lewis & Clark! It was a game filled with heart, but the Kings wanted it more and they took home the win. The Pep Band also played their hearts out at this Tournament, adding an extra layer of Kayhi Spirit to the festive CCCC. The K-Highlites Dance Team also debuted each of their routines at the half-times. Overall it was a great holiday tradition for the town and for the Kings!
The Annual Region V Tournament was hosted by Mt. Edgecumbe High School in Sitka, Alaska this year. You could say Kayhi made a showing. In the first game of the Tournament the Kayhi Lady Kings had fans on the edge of their seats in a game that had Kayhi down by two points with seconds left in the game. Senior Ashley Huffine made the pass to freshman Shaelynn Mendoza who shot the buzzer beating three pointer to advance Kayhi in the tournament that the Lady Kings would later win against rival Juneau Douglas, claiming their sixth consecutive Regions Title. The Kayhi Boys Basketball team entered the Tournament as the 1st seed and won both of their two games against Juneau Douglas to claim the Region Title as well. The K-Highlites Dance Team kept the streak going Saturday morning at the Dance Team Adjudication when they earned a Superior Rating for the eighth year in a row! The Kayhi Cheer & Stunt team tied it all up in a bow when they earned first place in the Cheerleading portion of the Tournament, announced at the Saturday evening awards ceremony. Overall, this year’s Southeast Regions was one that will remain in the memories of Kayhi fans for years to come!
The first place team including the Kayhi Lady Kings, the Kayhi Boys Basketball Team, the Kayhi Cheer Team, and the Superior R Hylanders all pose together after winning the Region V Championship.

A Big Thank You to KDN Photographer: Dustin Safranek for most of the Regions Photos!
Every year, ASAA hosts the State basketball and cheer championship in March. This year Kayhi worked hard to gain a trip to Anchorage and fight for the State Title. Both boys and girls basketball teams, the cheer and stunt team competed and Kayhi returned home with TWO STATE TITLES! On the first day of the Tournament the cheer portion of the competition took place. After each team participated in a “Game Day Simulation” they performed their choreographed routine. At the end of Day 1 the rankings were announced. When asked if the Region V Champion cheerleaders expected to win at State, Senior and Captain Maya Parker (12) said, “Well when they announced JD as second place I kind of had a feeling, the competition was between us and Juneau.” And sure enough, the Kayhi Cheer and Stunt team brought home the first State Title in nine years. The boys basketball team was seeded number 8 and shocked everyone in the first round when they defeated the number 1 seed, East Anchorage. The Kings continued to fight throughout the tourney as they moved on to play against these Interior Alaska teams. In Game 2 they battled back to defeat the Soldotna Stars, earning the Kings a spot in the State Championship game for the first time in 47 years! The Championship game was scheduled against frequent State Champions, the Dimond Lynx. The Kings knew to win they would have to give it everything they had, and from the half court buzzer beater by Chris Lee (11), to the crucial three pointer made by Kristian Pihl (11) with seconds left in the game, the team played as one to earn the title as STATE CHAMPIONS!
THE KINGS ARE CROWNED
School Spirit

Pep Band

Spirit Week

Pep Club

Pep Assemblies
50 Shades of Maroon

Go Maroon! Go White!
Go Kings! Let's fight!
Kayhi students and staff show off their school spirit by wearing school colors, Maroon and White, as well as Kayhi swag and apparel. Go Kings! #KayhiPride
The Kayhi Varsity Pep Club members pride themselves in their school spirit at an assortment of Kayhi Activities. The 2018-2019 Officers were President Carter Thomas (11), Vice President Bella Roberts (11), and Secretary Jacie Johansen (12). This year the Pep Club traveled all the way up to Sitka to support their team, making the year one full of Kayhi Spirit!
Renzie Lorenzo (12) cheering in Pep Club with a specially made poster.

The Pep Club during the One Billion Rising Event.

Bujan Kamberi (11) showing his support at the final home game of the season.
The Kayhi Pep Band adds a whole new layer of hype to each and every basketball game. This year the Pep Band added 5 new songs to their lineup including, “Hooked on a Feeling”, “YMCA”, and “Victorious”. The Band Directors this year were Ezrie Anderson (12) and Maurice Meiresonne (12). These two led the Pep Band fearlessly through each and every pre-game, timeout, and halftime of the season. Senior and cheerleader Maya Parker (12) says, “These games wouldn’t be the same without the Pep Band, they add so much to the whole environment, I love the Pep Band”.

Daniel Neufeldt (12) being recognized at his Senior Night.

The flute section smiling for a picture at a game against JDHS.

Pep Band at the games against rival JDHS,

Gavin Kastner (9) playing the symbols.

The Kayhi Pep Band adds a whole new layer of hype to each and every basketball game. This year the Pep Band added 5 new songs to their lineup including, “Hooked on a Feeling”, “YMCA”, and “Victorious”. The Band Directors this year were Ezrie Anderson (12) and Maurice Meiresonne (12). These two led the Pep Band fearlessly through each and every pre-game, timeout, and halftime of the season. Senior and cheerleader Maya Parker (12) says, “These games wouldn’t be the same without the Pep Band, they add so much to the whole environment, I love the Pep Band”.

Daniel Neufeldt (12) being recognized at his Senior Night.

The flute section smiling for a picture at a game against JDHS.

Pep Band at the games against rival JDHS,

Gavin Kastner (9) playing the symbols.
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What is your favorite Pep Club Theme?

“MAROON OUT”
- Judy Meirsonne (10)

“WHITE OUT”
- Connor Wodehouse (12)

“Definitely Camo Night”
- Ezrie Anderson (12) and Collette Rhein (12).
This year the Pep Assemblies were run by Pep Club President Carter Thomas (11), Vice President Bella Roberts (11), and Secretary Jacie Johansen (12). At the Pep Assembly each class wears their color. Seniors wear white, Juniors wear black, Sophomores wear maroon, and Freshman wear yellow. The assemblies consist of fun games featuring the current sports and activities and students and teachers showing off their skills at various competitions and challenges. GO KINGS!
The Kayhi Dance Committee hosts an array of themed dances throughout the year from Winter Ball, to the Hoedown, to Homecoming. Each dance is set up by the dedicated Dance Committee crew. The profits from these dances help to fund all SBA projects. In addition to a great fundraiser, these dances are a great way for everyone to come together and have some fun!
A group of girls gather up for a photo before Winterball.

Mark Jasper (12) asks Aleks Bolshakoff (12) to Winterball!

Molly O'Brien (12) asks Gavin Salazar (12) to the Sadie Hawkins dance.

Elizabeth Knight (12) asks Patrick Rauwolf to the annual Sadie Hawkins Dance.

Natalie Shay (12) asks Gavin Bolshakoff (12) to the Sadie Dance.

A group of friends match for the first formal dance of the year.

Rielyn Goodson (12), Bailey Fouse (12), Riley Bolshakoff (19), Elkie Balbunni (12), Olivia Berg (10), and Jakob Taylor (12) hang out at the Sadie Hawkins Dance.

Seniors Olivia Kinonen, Elizabeth Knight, Nikita Burnett, and Jordan Brown pose for a pic during the Sadie Dance.
FIT FOR A KING

Seniors Payton Simmons and Brock King flash a smile after being crowned Kayhi's Homecoming King and Queen.

Freshman
Genesis Scott-Venegas and Mickey Lapinski

Sophomores
Gabriel Tabb and Tessa Salazar

Juniors
Nicole Embree and Besjan Kamberi

Last Year's Royalty

Homecoming consists of two representatives from the Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior class, as well as 10 total reps from the Senior class. This year the chosen students at Kayhi were Freshman Mickey Lapinski and Genesis Scott-Venegas. The Sophomore reps were Gabriel Tabb and Tessa Salazar. The Junior court members were Besjan Kamberi and Nicole Embree. The Senior Princes and Princesses were Ella Hillberry & Jakeb Taylor, Jessilyn Sivertsen & Chris Brown, Payton Simmons & Wyatt Barajas, Ezrie Anderson & Brock King, and Mollie Pew & Patrick Rauwolf. After tallying the student body votes the Homecoming King and Queen honors went to Payton Simmons and Brock King!
Seniors
Hillberry and Jakeb Taylor

Seniors
Jessilynn Sivertsen and Chris Brown

Seniors
Payton Simmons and Wyatt Barajas

Seniors
Ezrie Anderson and Brock King

Seniors
Mollie Pew and Patrick Rauwolf
Halloween
Get Spooky...

The Kayhi Yearbook class got into the Halloween spirit and showed out with great costumes!

Mackenzie Williams (10) looks as if she jumped straight out of a horror movie.

Aedel France Magno (12) is a perfect Moana.

Wynter Smith (12) & Bayley Kaler (12) dress up as Boo and Sully from Monsters Inc.

Zombies Olivia Kinunen (12) and Jenna Miller (12)

Brendan Roof, Carter Thomas & Jared Valentine are lumber jacks.

Busted out back! Officers Riley Deal (10) and Hayden McGarrigan (10) arrest a student.

Liam Kiffer (12) as Mr. Incredible
The Kings got extra spooky and dressed in a variety of great costumes to hit the streets and trick or treat.

"It's Halloween, everyone's entitled to one good scare."
-Brackett Halloween (1979)

Nayomie Welty (12) and her lovely sister Aaliyah Macaset (9) to hit the streets and trick or treat.

Edward Davis (11) dressed as the Black Panther and is ready for anything!

Truth Or Scare?

Weirdest Treat Received?

Noel Tillson (10): A head of celery

Vincent Trujillo (11): A Toothbrush

Raevyn Goodson (12): My House

Best Trick-or-Treat spot?

Louise Margarette Bueno (10): Jackson Street
WELCOMING THE CLASS OF '22

Class act is a mentor program for incoming freshman. Mentors are selected by the Kayhi counselors based upon school involvement, academics, and overall character. The mentors meet with their groups for the first semester and help the best they can welcome the class of 2022 to KAYHI!

Why did you want to be a class act mentor?

Elizabeth Knight (12) wanted to have her chance at welcoming freshman to KAYHI!
Ashley Cyr (11) was excited to help freshman feel welcome to Kayhi!
Franklyn Correa (12) wanted to try and help the freshman not act like freshman!
Sully Schultz (11) wanted to impact freshman the same way his mentors helped him his freshman year!
Gavin Salazar (12) enjoys helping freshman with their first year of High School!
Liam Kiffer (12) wanted to give the freshman someone they could look up to!
Preston McLaren (12) wanted to help the freshman have a good reputation for their class.

Front Left to Right: Elizabeth Knight (12), Campbell Sande (11), Caity Pearson (11), Laura Sherrill (11), Jessilynn Silvertsen (12), Alyssa Mendoza (12), Bailey Fousel (12), Stephanie DeLeon (12), Ashley Cyr (11), Lilly Auger (11), Olivia Phelps (11)
Middle Left to Right: John Luke Calderon (12), Maya Parker (12), Karly Klein-McMahon (10), Claire Rhein (12), Jalina Williams (11), Angela Rodriguez (12), Brendan Roof (11), Ellie Carter (11), Savannah Nieshe (11), Emma Campbell (11), Raevyn Goodson (12)
Back Left to Right: Jared Valentine (11), Franklyn Correa (12), Chris Brown (12), Chanell Browne (12), Marcus Lee (12), Molly O'Brien (12), Cody Kemble (12), Jackie Johansen (12), Gavin Salazar (12), Besjan Kamberi (11), Liam Kiffer (12), Collette Rhein (12), Gabrielle Perez (11), Nadire Zhuta (11), Breanna Gentry (11), Sullivan Schulz (11), Preston MCLaren (11), Carter Thomas (11), Jackson Kaye (11), RJ Danao (12)
STUDENT BODY
ASSOCIATION

COMMITTEES

MICAH BRITT (11)- MEDIA
BRENDAN ROOF (11)- STUDENT LIFE
JACIE JOHANSEN (12)- DANCE
JACOB KING (12)- SERVICE

PEP CLUB

CARTER THOMAS (11)- PRESIDENT
BELLA ROBERTS (11)- VICE PRESIDENT
JACIE JOHANSEN (12)- SECRETARY

SENIOR OFFICERS

MAYA PARKER- PRESIDENT
JENNA MILLER- VICE PRESIDENT
OLIVIA KINUNEN- SECRETARY

SBA

BRENDAN ROOF (11)- PRESIDENT
KAELYN CADIENTE- (11) VICE PRESIDENT
LAURA SHERRILL (11)- PARLIMETARIAN
CAMPBELL SANDE (11)- SECRETARY

JUNIOR OFFICERS

GABBY PERRO- PRESIDENT
MADISON ROSE- VICE PRESIDENT
TALISA MCKINLEY- SECRETARY

SOPHOMORE OFFICERS

TESSA SALAZAR- PRESIDENT
TRISTAN DAHL- VICE PRESIDENT
CHARLIE KING- SECRETARY

FRESHMAN OFFICERS

BRAXTON ZINK- PRESIDENT
NICOLE WEST- VICE PRESIDENT
CALEB EISENHOWER- SECRETARY

ALL IN FAVOR SAY..... YEET
Debate Drama Forensics
Rotary Interact
Academic Decathlon
Gay Straight Alliance
Pep Club
Legit-Knits
National Arts Honor Society
Band & Choir
Class Act
Winter Variety Show
Showcasing Kayhi's many talents!

Connor Wodehouse (12) and Micah Britt (11) make some noise to rile up the crowd.

Kayhi's choir sang, using various items as microphones.

Students in the audience use flashlights during a performance.

Franklyn Correa (12) playing a popular song on the piano.

What is your secret talent?
Elbow Edition

Mr. Fama, a Kayhi math teachers, has extra stretchy skin on his elbows.

Mrs. Bowlen, who teaches language arts and AP Language, has double jointed elbows.

Mrs. Karlik busts the myth that you cannot lick your elbow!

Left: Joshua Nutt (11) plays the sax.
Right: Maurice Meirsonne (12) chats up the crowd.

Right: Caleb Schlosser (10) describes the origin of the Meme.

Some students mingle before the show starts.
MAXIMILLANO GONZALEZ
Puebla, Mexico

"OH HECK NO" - Max’s mom upon finding out he was coming to Alaska. Max, however was nothing but excited. Since his arrival in August he has enjoyed fishing, hiking, spending time with all of his dogs and friends, and crossed one major item off his bucket list - building a snowman. Although he misses his friends, family, and the food from back home; he likes Alaskan salmon and crab. When asked what he’ll miss most from Alaska he simply answered the views, and the people he’s met.

BERTILLE GAUTRON
@bebert303
Niort, France

Berti initially imagined the United States, she pictured lots of fast food and big trucks however, she soon found that Alaska is much different from the continental U.S. She misses the bread from home but has liked her host families and having this new American life. Some highlights of her year were participating in Wearable Arts, Prom, and going to Mexico. When she goes home she says she’s gonna miss drive through coffee stands and all the people who have made her exchange great.
Academic Decathlon (AcDc) is all about learning new things and competing with others through tests of your knowledge and skills. The ten events in the Academic Decathlon are Art, Economics, Essay, Interview, Literature, Mathematics, Music, Science, Social Science, and Speech. Every year there's a new theme that the learning material in most of the events will follow, and this year the theme was the 1960's. Last year's AcDc team won Kayhi's first-ever State Championship and went on to win the Division III USAD National Championship, so this year's team had a big act to follow. The team competed against Craig and Juneau-Douglas high schools in two regional meets in December and January, and they will compete in the State Tournament in Anchorage in February.

Peter Stanton

1 - The team at their meet in Craig.
2 - Ready for takeoff!!
3 - A team bonding experience in Craig.
4 - The ACDC state team.

What's different this year?
Well, for starters the topic. But this year, the team is much newer and doesn't have the same energy and drive as the team last year. That doesn't mean that we won't work hard.
-Andrea Short (12)

Besides the new topic, the team was a complete different experience for me this year. It's safe to say that every year is different, but it was definitely something noticeable.

Your favorite part of this season?
When we played an interactive video game it was so much fun, and there was so many of us playing together!
-Trinity Perkins (9)

My favorite memory of AcDc was the experience of my first meet, the feeling of accomplishment from competing, the tests I scored high on, and the other activities separate from AcDc that I got to do with my free time.
-Matthew Hutt (9)
Drama, Debate, and Forensics is an activity that is based almost entirely on public speaking. With an array of different events, from acting in dramatic interpretation, duet acting, or reader’s theater, to speaking off the cuff in extemporaneous speaking, or with a written speech like in original oration. Many students also compete in public forum debate which centers on a monthly, national topic and requires the students to research, deliver speeches, and directly debate their opponents. The Kayhi DDF team had a great year, with two teams making it to the final debate, and continually placing highly in all of our events. Because of this success, the team is bringing many of the competitors to the state competition, with 14 Kayhi students earning their spot to compete against the best from across Alaska.

The Team: Ethan Thomas, Bella Roberts, Braxton Zink, Nicole West, Raevyn Goodson, Abby Gaugler, Erin Shea, Brendan Roof, Evelyn Staples, Henry Clark, Jacob King, Savannah Nieshe, Anne Coss, Tristan Dahl, Dametre Martin, Lucas Chernick, Seth Chernick, Carter Thomas, Jackson Kaye, Jared Valentine, Chris Brown.

Left: Seth Chernick (12) giving a speech.
Bottom left: Anne Coss (11) and Ethan Thomas (11).
Bottom Left Middle: Savannah Niesche (11) and Tristan Dahl (10).
Bottom Right Middle: Mollie Pew (12) cheesin.
Bottom Right: Partners Seth Chernick (12) and Bella Roberts (11).
Right: Jackson Kaye (11) and Chris Brown (12) all dressed up.
Top Left: Seth Chernick (12), Carter Thomas (11), and Chris Brown (12).
Top Middle: Seth Chernick (12), Raevyn Goodson (12), Chris Brown (12), and Jacob King (12).
The National Honor Society focuses on four main traits:

- **Character**
- **Scholarship**
- **Leadership**
- **Service**

Throughout the year, the group participates in an array of service projects that encompass the community.

Payton Simmons (12) & Gavin Salazar (12) smile big after the induction ceremony!

Jacie Johansen (12), Payton Simmons (12), Maya Parker (12), & Molly O’Brien (12) are excited to welcome Gavin Salazar (12) to NHS!

The 2018-19 Inductees: Emma Campbell (11), RJ Danao (12), Acacia Sexton (12), Laura Sherrill (11), Kaelyn Cadiente (11), Nadire Zhuta (11), Ruvelen Correa (12), Bailey Fousel (12), Caity Pearson (11), Dearly Villaflor (11), Angela Rodriguez (12), Joshua Nutt (11), Grant Dulay (12), Donald Rayner (12), Preston McLaren (11), Gavin Salazar (12), John Luke Calderon (12), Bryce Mattson (11), and Olivia Kinunen (12).
The Rotary Interact Club is a year-round organization that focuses on improving Ketchikan through community service. From the annual Pie Auction at the Pioneer Home, to the Color Run to help spread suicide awareness, the Rotary Interact Club does it all!

My favorite part of Rotary is probably getting involved in the community while having fun with friends.

- Chanell Browne (12)
National Ocean Science Bowl

Remi Howe and Anne Coss pose like Charlie’s Angels.

NOSB team enjoys dinner at Oceanview!

Remi Howe, Laura Sherrill, Caity Pearson, and Anne Coss discussing a challenge question.

The NOSB team just after being awarded their first place awards.

Below: Coach Mrs. Landwehr, Laura Sherrill, Remi Howe, Anne Coss, Talisa McKinley, and Caity Pearson.

Team Saber-Toothed Salmon

Coached by Mrs. Landwehr, the NOSB team channels their inner Oceanographers and Marine Biologists for the State competition located in Seward every year. The team of five junior girls works together in the three part competition consisting of first a fifteen page research paper due in December, a presentation of the paper to a panel of scientists, and finally a fast paced buzzer style quiz bowl! The team placed fifth in paper, sixth in presentation, and first overall.

After a fierce championship battle with Cordova’s “Photosynthe Sistahs”, Ketchikan’s team pulled out on top making Ketchikan NOSB team history and becoming first in the state. Next they’ll travel to Washington, DC to compete in the National Competition.

Good Luck Girls!
National Art Honor Society

Ada Hu (11)
“I like how creative I can be and it doesn’t matter if other people like it or not because it really depends on the person. I like how supportive the group is and we all express our creativity in different ways.”

What makes NAHS unique to you?

Mentored by Mrs. Kern, National Art Honor Society meets once weekly. As a group they are able to freely create as much as they’d like and have the opportunity to be around others with the same creative passion.

Ezrie Anderson (12)
“I love the idea of being able to get together with others who enjoy my passion for the arts and have the opportunity to use it to help others. It’s really inspiring to see how talented the kids in this school are and I wanted to be able to say I was a part of it.”

Charlie King (10), Makenzie Merrill (11), Emilee Enright-Duckworth (9), Stephanie Anne De Leon (12), Ada Hu (11), Aleksandra Bolshakoff (12), Ezrie Anderson (12), Emelie Shay (12), Sarah Palaruan (11), Brock King (12), and Autumn Yoder (10). Not pictured: Lauren Scarzella (10)
Members:
Dametre Williams (11)
Alexander Trugon (12)
Donald Rayner (12)
Dylan Dolsky (9)
Caleb Schlosser (10)
Devin Cragun (11)
Logan Ohmer (11)
Eli Bright (11)
Brendon Hoage (11)
Franklin Correa (12)
Tom Correa (12)
Daniel Neufeldt (12)
Benjamin Tabb (9)
Morgan Davis (9)
Ivan Credito (12)
Cade Fawcett (11)
Kim Villaflor (12)
Joshua Ryan (10)
Repliner Starkweather-Jones (10)
Ryan Wills (11)
Grant Dulay (12)
Gregory Merle (11)

The High School E-Sports club made its way to Kayhi this year. E-Sports is competitive video game tournaments with an emphasis on teamwork and building future opportunities. They compete online with other schools from across the country. They do this in a variety of games with our main three being Rainbow Six Siege, Rocket League, and League of Legends. The top 8 teams of the game compete with a scholarship on the line. The end goal of this club is to get students connected to college recruiters through the head organization as well as earning scholarships for those good enough to earn them.

from left to right: Alphege Dulay (12), Dametre Williams (11), Josh Ryan (10), and Gregory Merle

from left to right: Ryan Wills (11), Brendan Hoage (11), Alex Trugon (12), Logan Ohmer (11), Daniel Neufeldt (12), Devin Cragun (11), Cade Fawcett (11), and Eli Bright (11).

Rocket League is a close second in the clubs most popular game. A total of 4 members play this game.

One of E-Sports clubs most popular games is Rainbow Six Siege. A total of 9 members in the club play this game.
Theatre Club

Theatre Club is back in its third year. There are 20 unique students who have come to meetings, with a steady 15 who show up to each meeting. This is our most ambitious year yet. We have mixed Dinner Theatre with Interactive Theatre in the show, "Once Upon A Murder, a Fairytale Whodunnit" in November. And in February we will do more traditional style theatre with the play "She Kills Monsters." Each meeting is started with physical and vocal warm-ups, and then we move to improvisational games. The rest of the time we read plays out loud, or work on public speaking by giving famous speeches. We also are learning, set building and design, how to costume, stage lighting, stage makeup, and prop making. In the beginning we only met for an hour, but we kept going over, so then we moved to 1.5 hours, and class would end and students would say "I don't want to go, I want to stay here and read more parts." While prep-ping for a play we are at two hours a day. We love it.
-Carena Wood

In the above photo: Zoey James (9), Alyssa Ray (11), CJ O'Brien (12), Aurora Archibald (10), Rowan Paden (10), BethAnne Tucker (9), In Jin Lee Adam (9), Stephanie De Leon (12), Megan Blandov (11), Adryan Shull (11), Christabella Pierce (10), Josh Ryan (11).

The cast takes a fun group photo, wearing masks!

Theatre Club practice their lines for upcoming performance.
The 2018-19 Williawaw staff was the biggest its been in years. We had a total of 20 students in the class that spent the year committed to making this yearbook one of the best to look back at. As a team we created the theme “Keeping up with the Kings”. Adviser of the class this year was the awesome Mrs. Allegra Machado, Senior Editors were Maya Parker and Lizzie Porter. We spent the entire year designing the pages and creating this memory book for the students and staff of Kayhi to enjoy. Countless hours are spent by the hard working staff taking pictures, editing, interviewing, and designing. It’s big work but a lot of fun. “I enjoyed my four years of taking photos for the Yearbook and spending the many hours to make it, I’m going to miss doing yearbook very much when I graduate. Thanks for the memories.” explains Senior Lizzie Porter.

Left to right: Bayley Kaler (12), Karly McMahon (11), Makenzie Merrill (11), Noel Tillson (10), Leah Call (11), Ella Hillberry (12), Jacie Johansen (12), Maya Parker (12), Lizzie Porter (12), Chanell Browne (12), Grace Clark (12), Talissa McKinley (11), Logan Ohmer (11), Devin Cragun (11)
Journalism is a year long English class for juniors and seniors. In this class, however, the 5 paragraph essay methods do not apply. In Journalism, kids will report the news, write columns, features, and other forms of journalistic writing. The class consists of Journalism I and II students, the Journalism I consisting of beginning students learning to write copy, and Journalism II made up of people who have already taken the class and are willing to help the rest of the class with editing and revising articles.

Above: Period three Journalism class.

Cristopher Carlson (12) and Brandon Wieber (12).

Two of the editors, Kyle Smith (12) and Payton Simmons (12).

Mr. Jeff Lund, the Journalism teacher.

Ryan Wills (11), Logan Ohmer (11), and Dametre Williams-Martin (11) editing articles.
Spanish

Spanish is a class taught by Mr. Borgelt. The class teaches students the language and some culture of Spain and much of the Americas. To ingrain the language they have sink-or-swim days where they are only allowed to speak in Spanish.

Kiara Hodges (11) and Breanna Gentry (11) with sombreros.

Tyson Fousel (9) and Andreas Neacsu (9) attempting to practice Spanish.

Shaelyn Mendoza (9) and Shelby Kamm (9) having a conversation in Spanish through hand puppets with Sombreros.

Claire Rhein (12) and Rowan Paden (10) having a conversation in Spanish.

One of Mr. Ben's Spanish II classes.
The Haida Language class teaches one of the native languages of Southeast Alaska. In Haida 1 students learn how to pronounce the unique sounds of Xaad kll (Haida language). In Haida 2 students review old content from Haida 1, build on their introduction skills, and build board games. They also taught a fourth grade class at Houghtaling Elementary School.

Monique Clevenger (10) pointing and naming things as they are called out.

Dylan Simpson (10), Cameron Craig (10), Raven Graff (9), the Haida 1 students, and the teacher Linda Schrack.

Joseph Milne (11) and Kailey Edenshaw (12) Listening to a presentation.

Linda Schrack giving her Haida 1 students a lesson.

The Haida 2 class. From left: Joseph Milne (11), Linda Schrack, Kailey Edenshaw (12), Arthur Williams (11), Monique Clevenger (10), Jessamyn Burchfield (12).
Weber (9), Aaliyah Macasaet (9), and Kaeda Pickrell (10) Making some delicious food.

Above: Nora Ann Agoney (12), Monique Clevenger (10), Cheyenne Cordova (9), and Ronnie Pungowiyi (11) working on a project.

Left: Kiara Weber (9), reeling in a nice catch.

TJ Cook (12) holding up a massive rockfish he caught.

Kiara Weber (9), Aaliyah Macasaet (9), and Kaeda Pickrell (10) Making some delicious food.

Tribal Scholars

Tribal Scholars is an advanced education program for that's open for all native high school students. It offers a supportive, engaging, and culturally-enriched educational alternative schooling. This school year, the Tribal Scholars attended the Elders & Youth Conference and the AFN Convention in Anchorage, and helped with the ANB/ANS Grand Camp event in Ketchikan. The students have had lessons in Lingít (Tlingit), Xaad Kil (Haida), and Shm’algyack (Tsimshian) throughout the year. They studied personal finance, algebra, the scary stories of Roald Dahl, horror fiction, government, Native history, Black history, environmental science, and marine biology. Naa Sgoonwaní áyá (We are Tribal Scholars.)

Naomi Michelsen, Ronnie Pungowiyi (11), Jaydon Buendia (11), Nayomie Welty (12) making a salad.
The University of Alaska Southeast CNA certification program is brand new to Kayhi as of 2018. Twelve spots are offered for students interested in working in or learning about the medical field. Students learn about and practice the foundations of medical caregiving for elderly and critical care patients in hospitals and nursing homes. The skills they learn include helping patients with personal hygiene, transferring disabled patients, and feeding those who are unable to feed themselves. Students aged eighteen will take the State Boards in April and hopefully then become certified by the state of Alaska.
The Medical Terminology (Med Terms) class is intended for juniors and seniors (priority to seniors) who meet GPA and prerequisite expectations and who have an interest in entering the medical field. The class studies the terminologies associated with all body systems, which include approximately 1200 Latin-based terms. Med Terms is a yearlong course and earns 1 high school credit, however Ketchikan High School works in cooperation with UAS to offer students 3 college-level credits as well. During the second semester, students may enter into the "Job Shadowing Program" which gives them the opportunity to spend time observing and participating in various departments within Ketchikan Hospital and several other medical clinics within the Ketchikan community.

The class is typically visited by several medical guests and instructors throughout the year. This year, the students became CPR and First Aid certified, and many volunteered at the Ketchikan Health Fair. Many of the students are also currently enrolled and participating in the CNA (nursing) program through UAS as well.
Educators Rising is a class that prepares high school students to become future teachers. They compete in State and at Nationals against 700 other students from all over the United States. Gabriel Cruz (12), Alyssa Howard (12), Jhasen Seludo (10), Anna Shelton (9), Ellie Carter (11) and Karri Montero (12) are all going to state. Senior Karri Montero has gone to Nationals twice. Educators Rising is a fun learning filled class.

Grace Parrott (9) having an awesome time with her new friends!

Makenna Johansen (9) Charlie King (10) Alexandra Anderson (9) ER Caparas (12)

Emma Shelton and Karri Montero (12) at State.

Jhasen Seludo (10) and Quinn having a good time!

Alyssa Howard (12), Jhasen Seludo (10), Ashley Yoder (11), Jenna Walker (9), Alexandra Anderson (9), Charlie King (10) and Savannah Yeisley (9).
Maritime is a class for marine safety and seamanship. This fun class is filled with mapping, wet suits and all things navigation. They get to learn how to tie, rope, and splice. They also get to learn rescue tactics and what to do in case of any emergency on the water. Ask any of the people in this class, there’s nothing better than being down at the dock, out on the school’s boat on a nice day. All thanks to Mr. Rick Collins, he makes sure his students are happy, safe, and most of all learning tons.
Jazz band is an advanced class for musicians who want to take their musical learning to the next level. The class takes place during zero hour and an audition and director's approval is required before students can enroll in the class. Members of the group focus on jazz, rock and other genres of music.

The band practicing one of their pieces for Music Festival.

John Call (10), Caleb Eisenhower (9), Tristan Dahl (10), and William Biss (12) playing the trumpet.

The sax section playing at practice.

Grady Skillings (11), playing the drums in class.

The trombone section practicing.

Connor Wodehouse (12) leading the band as they play.

Maurice Meirosonne (12), Mady Purcell (11), Ezrie Anderson (12) playing percussion.
Jazz Choir is taught by Mrs. Purcell and it's held during 5th period, to be in this choir class you have to try out. They perform at Jazz Festival in Sitka and have concerts in town. The vocal harmonies in this choir class are more complicated than any other choir classes. This year they had many new members and have worked together great.

Left to right, Kepler Starkweather Jones (10), Andrea Short (12), Katori Young (10), Gabriel Ship (11), Mady Purcell (11), Conner Wodehouse (11), Grant Dulay (12), Dayana Fúnez (11), Caleb Schlosser (10), Ashley Bowers (11), Robert Powell (10).

Above: After their performance at Jazz Fest in Sitka!

Above: Jazz Choir poses with New York singer Brianna Thomas.

Practicing for the Winter Concert!
Wind ensemble is a group of selected musicians who practice and perform a variety of music from various time periods and cultures. Musicians in this band are expected to have a more advanced refinement of their instrumental techniques. Pieces they practice are performed at their Fall, Winter, and Pre-Festival Concerts.

Wind ensemble practicing their pieces during class!

The band performing at their Winter Concert!

RJ Danao (12), preparing his instrument for class.

Rylee Geil (10) practicing her flute.

Nena Jones (10), RJ Danao (12) and others playing their instruments.

John-Luke Calderon (12), Evelyn Nutt (10), Jalina Williams (11), Sophie Cornwall (11), Rylee Geil (10) Megan Blandov (11)

The trumpet section practicing a song.
Symphonic Band

Symphonic Band is a band specifically for students who want to develop their instrumental, performance, and rehearsal skills. Practice outside of class is encouraged. It is open to students who are learning a new instrument or just want to practice before moving on to Wind Ensemble.

Below: Jalen Smith (10) practicing his saxophone before Concert.

Left: Symphonic Band performing at their Winter Concert!

Right: Practicing their instruments in the Band Room.
Concert Choir is a class focused on singing and voice technique. Students practice a variety of warm-ups and breathing exercises before working on songs that will be performed at their Fall, Winter, and Spring concerts. The songs they perform are generally a mix of foreign languages and from different time periods.

Olivia Phelps (11) is excited to perform!

Concert Choir circles around crowd at Winter Concert!

Bella Roberts (11) in the middle of her solo.
Women’s Choir

Women’s Choir is held 6th period and is taught by Trina Purcell. There were thirteen girls enrolled. Women’s Choir attends Music Festival and Honors Festival and they have 3-4 concerts throughout the year. Some of the songs they sang this year are, “Ich Wolt’ Meine Lieb’ Erggö Sich and Sound The Trumpet.

Mackenzie Williams (10), Autumn Yoder (10), and Shania Gustafson (10) cheering!

Woman’s Choir performing at their Winter Concert.

Jenna Walker (9) and Jayden Taylor (9).

Shania Gustafson (10), Mackenzie Williams (10), Brooke Merrill (12), Jayden Garrett-Agee (9), and Megan Blandov (11).

What’s your tradition before a concert?

“I brush my teeth!” Emma Bowers (9).

“I hang out with my friends and sing” Charity Morris (11).

“Do my makeup” Jenna Walker (9).
Girls Conditioning is an elective fitness class for girls. This class is taught by both Mrs. Machado and Ms. Nuss. In Girls Conditioning you build strength and self-confidence through a variety of exercise programs including yoga, Tabata, zumba, weight training, outdoor running, and circuit training. Students are also taught the fundamentals of exercise science/theory as well as proper nutrition.

Liliane Cadiente (10) using the rowing machine.

Natalie Tavares (10) working on the gun show.

Anna Shelton (9) doing pull ups.

Nayomie Welty (12) dead lifting.

Hannah Moody (9) and Piper Summers (9) hyping up Jordyn Smith (9) on the shoulder press.

Mrs. Machado's 6th period Girls Conditioning working it!

Raevyn Goodson (12) posing in the weight room.

Anna Shelton (9), Acacia Smith (12), and Ashley Anzuelo (9) doing yoga and feeling the zen.

Hannah Moody (9) and Gabriella Mas (9) enjoying their circuit.
Boys Conditioning is an elective class where you workout. The class is taught by Mr. Collins. Students learn how to stay strong and make healthy choices. In this class they run stadiums, play games, and weight lift. They also do many varieties of cardio circuits and full body exercises.

5th period Boys Conditioning class.

Tyler McLaren (12) doing pull-ups.

Cristopher Carlson (12), and Stephen Byron (12) doing push-ups.

Korbin Stack (10) assisted by Lee Guzman (10).

Kyle Smith (12), Brayden Linne (12), Richard Stewart (12), and Devin Dalin (11) box jumping.

Vincent Trujillo (11) going ham in boys conditioning!

Brayden Linne (12) assisting Charlie Blair (10).

Brock King (12) and Jordan Geary (11) box jumping.

Charlie Blair (10) attempting to work on abs of steel.

Richard Stewart (12) posing with Rick Collins.
Native arts is a class taught by Debbie Mclavey and Brita Alander. This class learns to make traditional regalia, carving, weaving, moccasin making and beading. The students submit their projects to the Annual Sea Alaska Heritage Juried Youth Art Show. This class also encourages the use of native language to preserve their culture through their art and everyday life.

Student art put on drums

Kaspien Major (10)

Moccasin making by one of the students.

Isabella Schreckhise (11)

Stockings with native designs

Trevan Skans' hat weaving

Teacher Assistant: Trevan Skan
Kayhi Culinary is a class for students to learn how to be chefs. They learn how to measure ingredients, and how to cook different food from all over the world. Ms. Cameo McRoberts, chef extraordinaire is making this culinary year a great comeback success!
Drawing and Painting may seem like your typical art class, but it is so much more than that. Students are always being introduced to many new techniques and will learn a brief history of art from their wonderful teacher, Mrs. Kern. Students learn a wide range of artistic techniques, from portrait drawing, to making prints, to drawing a cityscape.

Emelie Shay (12) painting an octopus.

Nikita Burnett (12) painting with acrylics.

Emilee Duckworth (9) working with newspaper.

Sage Mirsky (12) smiling for the camera as she draws.

Jerzey Bell (9) sketching.
Sculpture and Pottery is another elective taught by Mrs. Kern here at Kayhi. In this class, students learn the basics of how to manipulate clay on and off of the potter's wheel, along with many other projects, like a mask, or a plaster mold, or even a glass mosaic. Students who have taken this class before are free to make whatever their heart desires, whether it be made with pottery, clay, plaster, or anything else that is offered.
The Library is a great place to get all of the knowledge and facts you need. They have an assortment of computers that you can use at your disposal, as well as thousands of books, ranging from history, to poetry, to romance. If you still can’t find a book, you can ask one of the librarians for a recommendation. The Library is also a great place to meet and hang out with friends - as long as you aren’t too loud!
This course is designed to give you the skills and knowledge needed to perform basic welding operations using the Oxy-Acetylene Welding (OAW), Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) or Arc (stick welding), Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) or MIG processes. Plasma Cutting and Oxy-Acetylene flame cutting will also be covered. General information on metals and other commonly used welding processes will be covered as lecture topics. Taught by Mr. Lindquist, Welding is a great class to get you started towards an awesome career!
Small Engines

Small Engines is an elective at Kayhi. This is the introductory class for anybody interested in cars, by servicing many small engines (no pun intended), like dirt bikes, lawnmowers, and even motorcycles. This is one of the many classes that Kayhi offers that will also help with the building blocks of getting a job in the automotive field. This is a very popular class with the Freshmen, but anybody can take it. This class is also required to advance into the Automotive Class.

Shaudra Rhodes (12), Rylee Geil (10), Jenna Alkhabi (10) flexing with the engines!

Michael Lambert (10) posing in front of car parts.

Mark Jasper (12) repairing an engine.

In Jin Lee (9) working hard.

Mason Boehlert (12) sitting on a newly repaired motor bike.

Students getting down and dirty! Washing and scrubbing cars on a beautiful day!

Students tearing apart an engine.

Ryan Olson (10) and Adrian Morris (11) posing with their go-kart.
Automotive

Automotive is a class taught by Mr. McClennann. This class is taken after you have passed the Small Engines class, and dives deeper into maintaining and servicing vehicles, like trucks and cars. You must be at least a Sophomore and have completed the Small Engines class.

Automotive class: Mr. McClennan, Wyatt Barajas (12), Alex Malouf (11), Isaiah Marquez, Gavin Salazar (12), Tarrant Sasser (12), Nil Fuimaono (12), Chris Harris (12), Kollin Houthoofd

Right: Mr. McClennann and his Period 3 Auto class.

Above: Chris Harris (11), Doozer Paolo (12), Mr. McClennan, and Chance Dyakanoff (12) checking the undercarriage.

Gabe Tabb (10) working on a tire.

Tarrant Sasser (12) hopping in the driver seat.

Wyatt Barajas (12) with a broken wheel axle.

Collin Van Sloun (11) working away.
Woodworking and Building Construction are two of the most hands-on CTE Electives offered at Kayhi. Taught by Mr. David Lindquist. These classes take our students back to learning about one of Ketchikan's root industries, Timber.

Woodworking provides students a fun creative educational experience working on different projects such as sconces, stools, and boxes, while Building Construction teaches the backbone of construction modeling and procedure to prepare them for future careers.
I

P7 Million

Acres...

of prime timber makes up the

Tongass National Rainforest

Keeping it Safe...

Both the Woodworking and the
Building Construction classes learn
many safety tactics as part of the
curriculum. They are required to
wear safety goggles and gloves
when needed, especially when
cutting lumber, or nailing things
together.

Whatever good things we build
end up building us. – Jim Rohn

Tanton Daugherty (12) and Ivers Credito (12)
measuring their project.
This year Computer Technology class is focusing on programming, specifically game programming. During first semester they worked on learning Javascript programming language with the help of an online internet resource called Code Avengers. They learned about how to create lines of code to accomplish many different tasks including specific lessons that focus on game development and creating simple games. Second semester will focus on using a game engine. Game engines make coding games easier so programmers don’t have to worry about things like how objects collide, or making sure gravity is applied correctly to objects in the game, and many other features of real life physics. They will use the game engine Godot 3, which is similar to Unity or Unreal Engine. They will create some simple games and be able to play them.
Entrepreneurship is a Business class where students get the chance to create their own virtual business plan and learn how to run it. They also design, produce, and sell items for the school's spirit store, THE KING'S ARMORY.

Entrepreneurship is a Business class where students get the chance to create their own virtual business plan and learn how to run it. They also design, produce, and sell items for the school's spirit store, THE KING'S ARMORY.

Entrepreneurship is a Business class where students get the chance to create their own virtual business plan and learn how to run it. They also design, produce, and sell items for the school's spirit store, THE KING'S ARMORY.

Entrepreneurship is a Business class where students get the chance to create their own virtual business plan and learn how to run it. They also design, produce, and sell items for the school's spirit store, THE KING'S ARMORY.

Entrepreneurship is a Business class where students get the chance to create their own virtual business plan and learn how to run it. They also design, produce, and sell items for the school's spirit store, THE KING'S ARMORY.
House
STAFF

Deidra Nuss
D Jay O'Brien
Natasha O'Brien
Tyrone Ognes
Lori Ortiz

Nick Pader
Phaedra Painter
Sean Powell
Trina Purcell
Evan Raber

Elena Rath
Loreli Richardson
Gerald Scarzella
Linda Schrack
Shayla Shelton

Leif Sivertsen
Peter Stanton
Eric Stockhausen
Sally Stockhausen
Susan Stone

Linnaea Troina
Dave White
Terri Whyte
Suzie Williams
Carena Wood

Leigh Woodward

Not Pictured by request:
Sierra Chandler, Sid Hartley, Kaelee Kleinschmidt, Deborah McLavey, Erich Moore-Fifield, Peaches Wallin.
STAFF Superlatives

MOST LIKELY TO BE A SOUNDCLOUD RAPPER
Mr. Asper

MOST LIKELY TO BE A MOVIE STAR
Mr. Lund

MOST LIKELY TO WIN A NOBEL PEACE PRIZE
Mrs. Stone

MOST LIKELY TO BRIGHTEN YOUR DAY
Mrs. Karlik
MOST LIKELY TO WIN JEOPARDY

Mr. Cron

MOST LIKELY TO SPILL THE TEA

Mrs. Woodward

MOST LIKELY TO BE A MEME

Mr. Scarzella

MOST LIKELY TO GET THIS BREAD

Mr. Collins

MOST CLOUT

Mr. O’Brien

BEST WARDROBE

Mrs. Campbell
Double Trouble
twins of Kayhi

Avery & Brock
Thomas

Paige & Maggie
Boehlert

Makena & Shelbi
Johansen

Jenae & Josh
Rhoads

Donavan & Lilly
Flanagan

Shay & Grady Skillings

Sterling & Forest Nagey

Chris & Kyle Smith

Claire and Collette Rhein

Emelie and Natalie Shay

Mason & Jack Boehlert

Ivan & Ivers Credito

What is the best part of being a Twin?

My favorite part of being a twin is always having someone to hang out with, or talk to.
- Emelie Shay

The best part of being a twin is that from the moment you are born you already have a best friend. A best friend who can make long-lasting memories with you until you grow old.
- Ivan Credito
Rosie is one of the service dogs at Kayhi

Rider is another service dog at Kayhi

Bayley Kaler's dog Primus

Donald Rayner's cat, Tiger

Anne Coss's bird, Rico

Adrian Morris' bunny Gonzales

Sage Misrky's dogs Mo and Mandy

Mrs. Machado's dog Slater

Mr. Fama's cat, Mihko

Dametre William's tortoise Felicia

Grace and Levi Clark's dog Torah
Who is your favorite upper classman?

“I would say Joey Biss (12), he’s just like another brother.”
-Samantha Wodehouse (9)

“My favorite upperclassmen is my sister Jacie Johansen (12).”
-Makena Johansen (9)

“Campbell Sande (11) I would say is my favorite upper classmen.”
-Sarah Short (9)
Class of
Who’s your favorite teacher?

“Mrs. Karlik because she’s a good teacher and she’s nice” - Tyrel Cook

What’s your favorite class?

“Carwise because it’s fun and we get popcorn. Lots of learning too.” - Destiny Chenhall & Jolie Powers

What is the best part of being a sophomore?

“Not being a freshman” - Juster Gabor

If you could prank a teacher, who would it be? What would you do?

“We would sticky note Mrs. Troina’s room.” - Lauren Bromley & Jaidyn Reese

“I would Prank Mr. Stock and cover his entire phone in peanut butter.” - Mackenzie Williams

“I would cover Mr. Stock’s whole gym floor in vaseline.” - Zoe Rouleau
Class Of 2020
Lilly Auger
Alex Beer
Megan Blandov
Katlian Blankenship
Riley Bolshakoff
Ashley Bowers
Eli Bright
Micah Britt
Darren Brooks
Jaydon Buendia
Cody Cabezut
Kaelyn Cadiente
Leah Call
Emma Campbell
Ellie Carter
Royce Carter
Jade Corbett
Sophie Cornwall
Anne Coss
Devin Cragun
Alec Sivertsen
Grady Skillings
Shaye Skillings
Sarah Stricker
Noah Syfert
Clyde Tarvas
Caden Thomas
Carter Thomas
Ethan Thomas
Angel Trout-Blair
Jared Valentine
Dearly Villaflor
Adam Williams
Arthur Williams
Jalina Williams
Dametre Williams-Martin
Ryan Wills
Ashley Yoder
Nadire Zhuta
Class of

What lies behind us and what lies within us
Before us are tiny matters compared to

- Ralph Waldo Emerson
DRESSED 4 SUCCESS
Alyssa Mendoza & John Luke Calderon

MOST ATHLETIC
Ashley Huffine & Jakob Taylor

MOST ARTISTIC
Emelie Shay & Brock King

SPARKLING SMILES
Payton Simmons & Crist Carlson

SOCIAL MEDIA
KING/QUEEN
Nikita Burnett & Marcus Lee

MOST LIKELY TO BE
MISTAKEN FOR TEACHER
Andrea Short & Dan Neufeldt

MODELS IN THE
MAKING
Grace Clark & Kyle Smith

PRESIDENTIAL
PROSPECTS
Maya Parker & Chris Brown

TEACHER’S PET
Stephanie DeLeon & Maurice Meiresonne

MOST LIKELY TO LOSE
THEIR DIPLOMA
Kayloni Bermudez & Robert Seludo

WORST CASE OF
SENIORITIS
Ravelen Correa & Franklyn Córrea
Nora Ann Agoney

"In honor of Eyeless Jack, be yourself, no matter how strange." - Unknown

Ezrie Anderson

"Be careful not to choke on your aspirations." - Darth Vader

Wyatt Barajas

"That leaves only me to blame, cause mama tried." - Merle Haggard

Jonathan Barron

"If you're not first you're last." - Ricky Bobby

Kayloni Bermudez

"In three words I can sum up everything I've learned about life: it goes on." - Robert Frost

Joey Biss

"Putting my IQ up for adoption because I can't raise it myself." - Ryan Reavis

Jack Boehlert

"It was not as good as I hoped, but not as bad as I expected." - Jack Boehlert

Mason Boehlert

"There is nothing - absolutely nothing - half so much worth doing as simply messing around in boats." - Kenneth Grahame

Aleksandra Bolshakoff

"Don't let the muggles let you down." - J.K. Rowling
"Legacy is a waste of time, go live your best life." -Unknown

"When somebody challenges you, fight back. Be brutal, be tough." -Donald Trump

"Facts don't care about your feelings." -Ben Shapiro

"There is nothing I dislike more in the world than people who care more about ideology than they do about people." -Jon Ronson

"Life is not a problem to be solved, but a reality to be experienced." -Soren Kierkegaard

"Don't stress the could haves, if it should have, it would have." -Unknown

"An angry mind is a narrow mind" -Unknown

"Success isn't owned, it's leased. And rent is due every day." -JJ Watts

"Better late than never." -Unknown
Spencer Cabezut
"I'm cool with it"

John Luke Calderon
"Life is really simple, but I insist on making it complicated" - Confucius

"At the end, the only thing we regret is the chances we didn't take" - Anonymous

Cristopher Carlson
"Never let failure get to your heart and never let success get to your head" - Mac Miller

Seth Chernick
"28 27 57 16 20 32"

"Don't be sad, because sad backwards is das, and das not good" - Anonymous

Timothy Cook
"You can't let one bad moment spoil a bunch of good ones"

Franklyn Correa
"Look for the roots in your life because leaves can fly away with just a small breeze"

"Life is full of problems. You can be the solution to that problem"
Ruvelen Correa
"That's what" -She

Trevan Craig
"Figure out what it is you want and work hard for it"

Ivan Credito
"Take the chances that you're given"

Ivers Credito
"Each day, I come in with a positive attitude, trying to get better" -Stefon Diggs

Gabriel Cruz
"This town was paper, but the memories were not" Thanks guys!

Romuel Danao
"I'm on a seafood diet, I see food and I eat it"

Tanton Daugherty
"Whether Copper looks like a seal or a seal looks like Copper, Copper is Copper" -Tanton Daugherty

Stephanie De Leon
"Putting my IQ up for adoption because I can't raise it myself" -Ryan Reavis

Grant Dulay
"My life needs editing" -Mort Sahl
Chancetifer

Dyakanoff

"There is only one way but through."

Evan

Dyakanoff

"I rejoiced greatly in the Lord that at last you renewed your concern for me." Philippians 4:10 NIV

Brooke

Edenshaw

"Look uncle, I made it!" (1963-2017)

Kaeli

Edenshaw

"Every morning you have two choices: continue to sleep with your dreams, or wake up and chase them." - Unknown

Nate

Ellis

"2018, you never missed me because I was never gone." - Nate Ellis

Kaylee

Evans

"I don't know what I'm doing but I know I'm doing it really, really well." - Andy Dwyer

Rebecca

Evenson

"Imagination is everything. It is the preview of life's coming attractions." - Albert Einstein

Hiro

Fifield

"The world is not on fire and I'm not dead yet, so everything's so good." - Hiro
Mackenzie Fousel

"Got Standards." -MadeinTYO

Nil Fulmaono

"The ocean stirs the heart, inspires the imagination and brings eternal joy to the soul." -Wyland

Emerald Goodman

"Love you Gram." -Hilton-Seludo

Raelyn Goodson

"Nothing has happened too fast, nothing has happened too slow. It has been a mellow ride and I'm thankful for that. I haven't lost my head and I haven't lost my desire to keep growing." -Brett Dennen

Ella Hillberry

"Sometimes you win, sometimes you learn." -Unknown

Robert Hilton-Seludo

"The most difficult thing is the decision to act, the rest is merely tenacity. The fears are paper tigers. You can do anything you decide to do. You can act to change and control your life: and the procedure, the process is its own reward." -Amelia Earhart

Felicia Holman

"When a man loves cats, I am his friend and comrade, without further introduction." -Mark Twain

Ashley Huffine

Noah Jardine
"You will never know the true value of a moment until it becomes a memory." - Spongebob

"You don't gotta be perfect. Just keep it real!" - Post Malone

"Be who you are and say what you feel, because who mind don't matter and those who matter don't mind." - Dr. Seuss

"The world has two halves like a yin yang always seek balance." - Nathaniel Johnson

"Holy mother forking shirtballs." - The Good Place

"Get it done" - Jeff Lund

"So just keep living it up, cause there's never enough of living and learning and loving." - Jon Pardi

"Be a best friend, tell the truth, and overuse I love you." - Lee Bryce

"Its beauty in the struggle, ugliness in success." - J. Cole
Olivia Kinunen

"As long as you know who you are and what makes you happy it doesn’t matter how others see you." -Anonymous

Elizabeth Knight

"Now I understand why Peter Pan didn’t want to grow up."

Spencer Langley

"Second chances are not given to make things right. But are given to prove that we could be better even after we fall." -Unknown

Marcus Lee

"Catch flights, not feelings"
-Boy Wonder

Brayden Linne

"Me and Jesus are cool. I’m cool with all the gods. Gods recognize gods."
-Conor McGregor

Renzie Lorenzo

"Life doesn’t give us purpose. We give life purpose."
-Barry Allen

Aede Francie Magno

"I really just want to be the warm yellow light that pours over everyone that I love."
-Aede Francie Magno

Tyler McLaren

"Why waste time, say lot word when few word do trick?"
-Kevin, The Office

Maury Melesonne

"Never be cruel, never be cowardly. Remember hate is always foolish... and love, is always wise."
-12th Doctor
Alyssa Mendoza
"Lol, peace out."

Brooke Merrill
"People change people."

Maxwell Michaels
"It's not so much the destination as the journey they say."
-Jack Sparrow

Jenna Miller
"The day you stop lookin' back, is the day you start movin' on."
-Thomas Rhett

Zach Miller
"Second chances are not given to make things right. But are given to prove that we could be better even after we fall." -Unknown

Sage Mirsky
"Happiness is a state of mind. It's just according to the way you look at things." -Walt Disney

Karri Montero
"Forget regret or life is yours to miss, no other road, no other way no day but today." -Rent

Lane Munroe
"An eye for and eye and the world goes blind." -Unknown

Daniel Neufeldt
"I know not what weapons world war three will be fought, but world war four will be fought with sticks and stones." -Albert Einstein
Commodore
O'Brien
"DFTBA." -Hank Green

Molly
O'Brien
"Everything gets hotter when the sun goes down." -Kenny Chesney

Duseigneur
Paolo
"Better out than in." -Shrek

Maya
Parker
"Do ordinary things with extraordinary love." -Mother Teresa

Dexter
Percival
"I am root beer cules." -Unknown

Mollie
Pew
"If mankind doesn't put an end to war ... War will put an end to mankind." -Unknown

Lizzie
Porter
"The difference between a flower and a weed is judgement." -Unknown

Patrick
Rauwolf
"To really appreciate life you got to know you're going to die." -Joe Rogan

Donald
Rayner
"If you take no risks, you will suffer no defeats. But if you take no risks, you win no victories." -Richard M. Nixon
Claire Rhein
"Only those who will risk going too far can possibly find out how far one can go" - T.S. Eliot

Collette Rhein
"True humility is not thinking less of yourself, it's thinking of yourself less" - C.S. Lewis

Shaundra Rhodes
"Home isn't just a place, but also a feeling" - Unknown

Angela Rodriguez
"To be yourself in a world that's constantly trying to make you something else is the greatest accomplishment" - Ralph Emerson

Matthew Rodriguez
"To be old and wise, you first have to be young and stupid." - Logan Mize

Gavin Salazar
"I just can't get away from a good time." - Logan Mize

Tarrant Sasser
"I didn't get where I am today by worryin' about how I'd feel tomorrow." - Ron White

Acacia Sexton
"Everyone sold to Vincent Van Gogh, You can't be a great painter, you only have one ear. You know what he said? I can't hear you." -Michael Scott, The Office

Emelie Shay
"Everything has beauty, but not everyone sees it." - Warhol
Natalie

"Never regret a day in your life. Good days give you happiness and bad days give you experience." - Unknown

Andrew

"I can and I will. Watch me." - Carrie Green

Catherine

"Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever." - Mahatma Gandhi

Payton

"The world is a trip, and life is a party." - Logan Mize

Jessilinn

"Forget the risk and take the fall, if it's meant to be its worth it all." - Anonymous

Austin

"Home is where the heart is, so I'm homeless." - Unknown

Christopher

"You can pay for school but you can't buy the class." - Kanye West

Emmie

"Families is where our nation finds hope, where wings take dream." - George W. Bush

Kyle

"I ain't here for a long time, I'm here for a good time." - George Strait
Kaitlyn Smith
"Look at the stars, how they shine for you." - Coldplay

Wynter Smith
"A Sister is Scared" - Noelani

Richard Stuart
"Think about your preparation, not theirs; your execution, not theirs; your effort and desire, not theirs. Don't worry about them. Let them worry about you." - Kyle Snyder

Molly Stump
"Live, Love and Go Bananas." - Johnny Bananas

Jakeb Taylor
"They say you are what you eat, but I don't remember eating a goat."

Morgan Tiffany
"I am not interested in competing with anyone. I hope we all make it." - Erica Cook

Alev Trugon
"The most important thing we can do for our country is to discuss, not yell."

Kaitlin Villa
"What She Tackles She Conquers." - Gilmore Girls

Kim Villafior
"Life is too short for long-term grudges." - Elon Musk
"Success is no accident. It is hard work... sacrifice and most of all, one of what you are doing." - Pele

"Food is life."

"Reality is fake, dreams are for real." - Tupac Shakur

"I am the hero of this story, but I have my off moments." - P.G. Wodehouse

"Good, Better, Best. Don’t stop until your good is better, and your better is best." - Unknown

"Not all goodbyes are sad. Example: goodbye, school."

"You can’t be sexy if you don’t jiggle."

"I know I’m great, that’s how god made me."

"Nothing to me feels as good as laughing incredibly hard." - Steve Carell
The graduating class of 2019 worked hard to create a memorable float this Fourth of July. They chose to go with the theme Camouflage. Many of the seniors got together the day before the parade and built the float with some help from friends and teachers.

Left to right: Cody Kemble, Gavin Salazar, Tony Maioriello, Emmie Smith, Payton Simmons.

Kaylee Evans
Elizabeth Porter-Barnes
Emerald Goodman

Ezrie Anderson, Aleksandra Bolshakoff, and Mark Jasper at the booths after the parade.

Tyler McLaren gets his body painted with camo paint by classmates for the festivities.

Patrick Rauwolf & Gavin Salazar throwing out candy to people watching the parade.

Marcus Lee poses for a quick picture.
Gone Huntin’

KAYHI CLASS OF 2019
LET’S GO HUNTING

Chanell Browne, Molly O’Brien, & Nikita Burnett

Class of 2019’s float from street view.

Ella Hillberry & Morgan Tiffany enjoying the sun and fun on the float.
Above Senior boys pose for a group picture during the Assembly.

Morgan Tiffany and Elia Hillberry showing school spirit.

Brenden Burton, Elizabeth Porter-Barnes, Emerald Goodman, Acacia Sexton, and Brooke Merrill.

Tyler McLaren, Jakeb Taylor, Jacob King, John Luke Calderon, Renzie Lorenzo, Donald Rayner, and Christopher Brown smile big for their last first day as a KING!

Tarrant Sasser & Jenna Miller say cheese!

Payton & Emmie are pumped about their last first day

Marcus is not as happy as Elizabeth and Chanell about their last first day.

Molly, Maya, & Jacie are excited for their senior year!
Aedel Magno, Collette Rhein, Jessilynn Sivertsen, Emelie Shay, Aleksandra Bolshakoff, Natelie Shay, Claire Rhein, Ezrie Anderson, Bailey Fousel are ready for Senior year!

Seniors high five the teachers as they walk in

Nikita Burnett & Grace Clark pose for a silly pic!

Zachary Miller, Brandon Weber, Tarrant Sasser, Steven Byron, & Cristopher Carlson

Liam Kiffer, Wyatt Barajas, and Cody Kemble come together to snap a pic.

CLASS OF 2019
Carnival

... is a Kayhi Senior Tradition! This annual community event helps raise money for senior year special events and Prom.

Class of 2019 groups up in the commons for a picture after Carnival clean up.

Above Natalie Shay, Emelie Shay, Ezrie Anderson, and Aleks Bolshakoff working the cake walk.

Emmie Smith, Ella Hillberry and Morgan Tiffany pose for a picture.

Chris Smith and Jake Taylor at the basketball booth waiting for players to shoot.
Brendan Wong, Stephen Byron, and Tarrant Sasser running the football booth.

Cody Kemble and Wyatt Barajas clowning around.


Gabe Cruz running the little kids fishing pond in the Aux gym.

The Casino Crew

Jaret Warstler and Marcus Lee - Bungee Run!

Alex Trugon and Nathaniel Johnson channel their inner Britney Spears

Emerald Goodman was in charge of makin’ some smiles

Brooke Merrill playing with the little kids.

ER Caparas runs the duck pond in the Aux gym.
Senior Carnival

Mollie Pew clowns around in the Main Gym

Franklyn Correa peaces the camera from behind the fish pond booth.

Molly Stump and Kaitlin Villa having a laugh.

Devyn Dalin, Justin Morris, and Carstens Jasper help run Chicken Chuck

Hiro Fifield and Daniel Neufeldt smile for the camera at Plinko.

Alex Trugon, Andrea Short, and Maurice Meiresonne, the BINGO MCs.

Kaylee Evans giving a tattoo.
rock King, Tyler McLaren, and Donald Rayner striking kids out at the baseball booth.

The Community loved the Hollywood themed BINGO.

izzie Porter guiding a child in her barnyard bowling booth.

Above: Aedel France Magno and Kaitlyn Smith running the karaoke booth.

Mason Boehlert and Campbell Sandy (11) strike a pose.

Above: Kaylee Evans and Bayley Kaler break in the midst of tattoo madness.

Emmie Smith and Morgan Tiffany having some fun before Carnival at the Bungee Run.
Senior Siblings

FAMILY FEUD

Grace & Levi (9)
Clark

Jessilyn & Dyllan (9)
Sivertsen

Tarrant and Trace (10)
Sasser

Patrick & Erika (11)
Rauwolf

Brock & Charlie (10)
King

Gavin & Riley (11)
Bolshakoff

Aleksandra & Elias (9)
Bolshakoff

Evan Dyakanoff &
Jenna Smith (10)

Marcus & Chris (11)
Lee

Kayloni Bermudez &
Emily Hall (10)

Elizabeth & Rachel (10)
Knight

Connor & Samantha (9)
Wodehouse
"Siblings are the people we practice on, the people who teach us about fairness and cooperation and kindness and caring - quite often the hard way."

Pamela Dugdale
LOOKIN' BACK AT
THE GOOD OLE DAYS...
Gavin,
You came into this world with a bang and it has been a whirlwind ever since. Even though you are growing up, don’t EVER stop having fun!
We are proud of you!!!
Love, Mom, Dad, Tessa & Brady
Cody Kemble

We've watched in amazement as you've grown into the person you are today. A hard working, thoughtful, kind and talented human being. We love you and we are so proud of you.

Love,
Dad, Mom and Courtney

“Never let the fear of striking out get in your way”
- Babe Ruth

Liam Kiffer

From the day you were born you've walked your own way and its been our greatest joy to see you grow into the man you are today.

All our love, Mom and Dad
We love you Brock!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Noah, Charlie, and Simon

We are so proud of you both! Keep reaching toward your dreams, follow your heart and stay kind! Thank you for being amazing!
Love, Mom, Dad and Kaylee
You will always be daddy's little girl. Love, Dad

"Keep smiling baby" Love, Mom

You have grown into a beautiful, remarkable, Alaskan woman. We are so very proud of you. Love you!! Mom and Dad

Don't worry guys- We got this!

Wyatt Henry- Congratulations! You did... job well done! There has never been a dull moment since you were born. Your energy, warm heart, and sense of adventure has filled our lives. So proud of you. We can't wait to see what god has planned for you.

Love, Mom, Dad, Sadie and Gramps
Chris,
Our surprise gift (V)

We treasure the memories of you, our “little man”, growing into adulthood.

Stay true to your roots.

Stay kind, caring and fiercely determined to make a difference in the world.

Never lose your sentimental sweetness toward family and friends.

Lead by example.

Forge the path that brings you fulfillment.

You are loved beyond measure: “To the moon and back”.

Love, Mom, Dad, and all of your “peeps”
Daughter, I am so pleased you have grown into a mature young woman who I am proud of. It's been a joy spending your first 17 years with you. Now, you are ready to go to college and make great decisions which will bring you success, happiness and love.
I love you, Mom

We are very proud of you Gracie-Boo. Keep shining your bright light into the future.
- Love Mom & Dad
Congratulations T.J.

I am so proud of the young man you have become. You have so many great adventures ahead of you, have fun son. I love you so much! - Mom

---

Congratulations, there is no limit in life. Take it and run.

Lots of love, Mom + Dad
Con amor eterno te he amando
- Mom and Dad

Patrick, we are all really proud of you!!!
Safe travels and smooth sailing in all your new adventures.
Love, your Mom, Dad, Erika and Luke
Aleksandra Bolshakoff
We are so proud of you! Can't wait to see where your adventures take you!
Love, Mom and Dad

Molly O'Brien
Molly,
You are the light of our lives!
So excited to see what you do next!
We love you!
Mom, Dad, Kiera, and Kelsey
Jaret, we are very proud of what you have done and accomplished. You have great determination and we know you will succeed in your future endeavors. We love you very much!

- Mom & Dad
JEN JEN THE ENGINE,
CONGRATULATIONS!! We knew you would do it. You can do anything you set your mind to. Now it's time for you to go out and take on the world. We will always be here to support you on your way. We LOVE you!
Mom, Dad, Shelli, Grandma Kathy and Dorla, Aunt Melanie, Hailee, and Tara

Olivia Kinunen
CONGRATULATIONS OLIVIA!
It seems like these pictures were just taken yesterday. You've grown up so quickly! We are all so proud of the young woman you have become. Can't wait to see where you go!
We love you always,
Dad, Mom, and Milla
We are so proud of you for continuing onto your next chapter of life!
LOVE,
YOUR FAMILY

CONGRATULATIONS!
WE LOVE YOU!

Love,
Grandma & Family

Acacia Emily Rose, you are an incredible young woman! We are so very proud of you and look forward to all of the amazing things you will accomplish in the future!

LOVE, Your Family

WE LOVE YOU SON!
Enjoy your adventures ahead, we are so proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Caleb, Carlee, Casidee, Cambree
Cousins by blood
Friends by choice!!
Congratulations
Gavin & Payton!!
Emmie Smith
So PROUD of you Mo!
Love, Mom, Dad, Zoe, 
& the boys

Marcus Lee
We are very proud of the young man you have become. Wherever you decide to go to college or wherever life takes you, continue to lead and always remember that your family will always be here cheering for you, on and off the court. Stay humble and true to yourself. WE LOVE YOU!
Love,
Mom, Luke, Chris, Trey, Mariah, Uncle Hersian, Uncle Zoilo, Uncle Robert, & Auntie Sheila

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
You have been a blessing from the start. I love you my son with all my heart!  
-Mom & Dad

You were reading at a very early age! We love you! 
-Your Family

CONGRATS to our seniors! You have all come so far! Love, Girl Scout Troop 4089

We can’t believe our baby is all grown up. Continue making us proud! WE LOVE YOU BUDDY! Love, Mom, Dad, & the girls
We have always been so proud of you. In whatever path you choose we know you will do amazing!

Love, Mom, Dad, Riley, & Rowan

P.S. Mom says you can always move back home!!

---

T.J. Cook

"You’re on your own. And you know what you know. And YOU are the one who’ll decide where to go..."

-Dr. Seuss

Blessings to you as you head out into the world!

With much love,

Dad, Tiff, Sophie & Torin
Chanell Browne

Chanell, it starts with you, and ends with you. Always believe in you. We love you and wish you the best of luck in your future! Love, Mom and Faith.

The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams. - Love Mom, Dad, Vienna, and Mackenzie.

Life is too short to wake in the morning with regrets. Love the people that treat you right and forgive the ones that don't. And believe that everything happens for a reason. If you get a chance, take it. If it changes your life, let it. Nobody said it would be easy, they just promised it would be worth it. - Love Dad, Melanie, Hadley, Pierce, and momo.
Good luck on your next adventures. We love you.

Proud of you, my baby boy! we are excited to see what adventures life has in store for you.

Love you more,
Mom, Dad, and Family.

You must be as different as the sun and the moon, but the same blood flows through your hearts. You need her, as she needs you...”
-George R.R Martin

We love you, Mackenzie and Bailey!

Love, Dad, Mom, Nate, Tyson, Jack and Sophie.
Bayley Kaler

You are the best version of all we have to offer the world. You are such a beautiful soul and no words could describe how proud you make us.
- Go change the world -

Brooke Merrill

All grown up- what happened?
-Love your family!

Maurice Meiresonne

We are proud of you!

Love, Mom, Dad, and Judy.

Tanton Daugherty

Tanton, we are so proud of the young man you have become. We can not wait to see where life takes you. Always keep your light heart and smile in this life. - Love, Dad, Aleisha, Skyler, Tavin, Jayden and Riley.
Dearest Andrea, we are so proud of the amazing young woman you have become. Stay sweet, stay fierce, and most importantly, stay you! - With much love, Mom and Dad

CJ, you are the light of our world. You can do anything you dream! Love, Mom and Dad
Nathaniel,  
You prevailed! We are so proud of you, you fabulous young man! Now, on to everything else.  
We’ll be cheering you on all the way!  
Love,  
Alycia, Jasmyne & Mom

Maxwell Michaels  
Go, confidently into the direction of your dreams.  
Live the life you always imagined. We love you  
Max, Padre, Madre, Paige
Evan Yoder
Congratulations!
We love you!

Shaundra Rhodes
Congratulations Shaundra! You are amazing! We can’t believe we are here already! Good luck with all your future endeavors. Lots of Love, Mom, Dad, Iris, Amma, and Adda
Congratulations Bung! Your brother and I are so proud of you. Right from when you were a little girl and still today, you have only given us reasons to hold our heads up in pride. Can’t wait to watch you shine as you enter the next chapter of your life. We love you, Mom & Drake

Wherever your dreams take you, just know we LOVE you and we are always here for you. You have given us so many reasons to be proud of the women you have become. The proudest moment for us is telling others that you are our daughter. We wish and pray that many steps to success come your way.

May God bless you always.
Love, Mom, Dad, Ykka, Casey, Karl
Emelie and Natalie Shay

We Love you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, & Jacob

Stevie Byron

Goodnight.
Love You.
See you in the Morning.
Love Mom & Dad

Spencer Langley

Great job Boo! We all love you so much, We couldn't be prouder of you!

Jacob King

Congratulations!
We love you & look forward to watching you succeed in your next venture.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Dwight, Malia, & Paul

Copyright of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
Congratulations Molly!
We are so proud of you!
We love you.
Love, Mom, Dad, & Val

We love you Autumn Yeisley, and we are proud of you!
Robert Seludo

Robert. I closed my eyes just for a second, now I see a young man in front of me! My little boy has become a strong, smart, and wise young man. We are all so proud to call you our Son, Grandson, and Brother. Don’t lose the passion to reach for the stars, continue working hard to change the world.

Love, Mom, Dad, Hailey, Grandma, and Papa

Tyler McLaren

We Love you son! You were born to do great things!

❤️ Mom + Dad
Congratulations Brandon Wieber, We Love you! Mom & Dad

Renzie Lorenzo
You will always be our Preemie & Washington Baby, and the lefty in the family. We are Proud of the young man you have become. Praying that God will always guide you wherever life will take you. Again your family will always be proud, and love you unconditionally.
My Sweet Gargoyle, wherever life takes you, there are some things you must always remember. You are braver than you believe, stronger than you seem and smarter than you think. The most important thing is that even if we are apart, I will always be with you. You are always in my heart. Learn Lots! Love, Mom

We love you and we are so proud of you. Love Grandma & Grandpa

We love you so very much Kaylee, and we are so proud to be your parents. Uncle and Grandma are smiling down from heaven. XOXO

We love you so very much Kaylee, and we are so proud to be your parents. Uncle and Grandma are smiling down from heaven. XOXO

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
MAYA THERESÉ PARKER

"Behind you, all your memories; Before you, all your dreams; Around you, all who love you; Within in you, all you need"

There are not enough words to express how proud we are of you and your accomplishments thus far! We know you have an amazing future ahead and we will be here supporting you always. We can hear Momma Tessie applauding you with such praise from above! We love you so much! ♥ Mom, Dad & JJ

Jacie Johansen

Jacie—WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU! You are smart, determined, confident, and beautiful! Your work ethic is unmistakable in your performances and grades. Keep it up and you will accomplish everything you set your mind to do in the wonderful life ahead of you!

Watch out world her she comes! We love you to the moon and back!
Grandma, Mom, Makena, & Shelbi
Payton Simmons

Payton-

May your smile continue to light up any room you walk into....
May you always surround yourself with people who challenge you...
And may you never let your compassionate heart cease!
Without a doubt, you Pay Pay will do great things!
We love you - Mom, Dad, Brooke, Alec, and your biggest/smallest fan Josie
CONGRATS JAKE!
WE LOVE YOU,
MOM & DAD

It has been an honor to watch you accomplish so much through the years. I am so proud to be your mom!
Congratulations Uncle Boey!
We love you,
Zakk, Jackie, Randee, & Asher
We are incredibly proud of the amazing man you have become. Your independence, self confidence, and caring heart will continue to take you far.

Love,

Mom & Dad
You're officially smart, now go out there and make some good decisions! Love, Your Family

RICHARD, CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ACHIEVEMENT! You are the best son in the world; Smart, Strong, Funny, Witty, and Handsome! We’re wishing you all success and happiness the world has to offer, and may every dream and wish come true! Always have the strength to face challenges with confidence and wisdom. Remember how much you are loved, and we are so proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad, and your sister Carolina!

Justice Yoder

Congratulations Corey! We are so proud of you!

Love, Mom, Dad, Lauren, Ross, and Nolan
The boy who taught himself to read before kindergarten. Tarrant, you've always been wise beyond your years. May success, joy, and blessings be yours everyday as you walk out into your future. We love you so much!
Love, Mom and Dad

For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the Lord, “plans to prosper you and not harm you, plans to give you hope and a future”.
Love, Mom and Dad
Forever my princess, you will be.
Love, Dad
We’re Proud of Our Graduates,
Jacob King & Brooke Merrill
ALASKA SPORTFISHING EXPEDITIONS

Congratulations!

ALASKAN & PROUD MARKETS
LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED
Ketchikan | Lighthouse | Thorne Bay
Congratulations
Class of 2019!

KETCHIKAN FIRE DEPARTMENT
STAND OUT!
BECOME A VOLUNTEER.
70 BAWDEN STREET
(907) 225-9616
WWW.KTN-AK.US/KFD-JOIN
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/KETCHIKANFD

Coastal real estate group
We didn’t set the standard for Real Estate in Alaska.
We merely perfected it.
Our Reputable & Experienced Team Can Help You With All of Your Real Estate Needs:
RESIDENTIAL ~ COMMERCIAL BUYING ~ SELLING ~ LEASING

THE LANDING
HOTEL, RESTAURANT & PUB
KETCHIKAN
3434 Tongass Avenue
(907)-225-5166
“Please remember us for Reunion Planning”
Congratulations CLASS OF 2019!

ARCTIC CHIROPRACTIC
Chiropractic • Massage • Physical Medicine • Rehab

Jessica Tomcykoski
Doctor of Chiropractic

2050 Sea Level Dr. Suite 106
Ph: 907.225.7246 Fx: 907.225.5554
www.arcticchiropractic.com

Timber and Marine Supply Inc.

2547 Tongass Ave.
Ketchikan, AK 99901
(907) 225-6644

"Large enough to take care of all your needs, small enough to care!"

Congratulations Class of 2019!

Alaska Amphibious Tours
Alaska Hummer Adventures

5191 Borch Street
Ketchikan, AK 99901
Cell: (907) 617-0466
Office: (907) 225-9899
Fax: (907) 225-5899
john@akduck.com
www.akduck.com

Walmart

Ketchikan Stitches
Susan Merrill
Cell: 907-220-9390
Ktnstitches@gmail.com
Embroidery, Screen Printing
Get Your Custom Kayhi Letterman Jackets Here!!!!

Congratulations Class of 2019!
Congratulations to Experience Alaska Tours Team Members Mark Jasper & Richie Stuart
We're Proud of You!

Congratulations to Experience Alaska Tours Team Members Mark Jasper & Richie Stuart
We're Proud of You!

Congratulations Graduates!

Highliner Laundromat & Drycleaners
2703 Tongass Ave. (907) 246-6771
Jack Auger, Owner - Kayhi Alumni 1978

Congratulations Class of 2019!
Congratulations Class of 2019!
Congratulations

to Class of 2019!

Congratulations

Best wishes to the class of 2019

Congratulations Graduates!
Congratulations Class of 2019!
Hometown Proud

2557 Tongass Avenue
(907) 225-9828
madisonlumber.com

Congratulations Class of 2019!
Great Alaskan

Souvenir
& Gifts

330 D Spruce Mill Way    Ketchikan, Alaska
(907) 247-1414

Congratulations to Chanell Browne and Raevyn Goodson!

DICK'S BODY SHOP

Tyson Adams
owner

907-225-5679 • FAX: 225-0272
PO BOX 6776 • 1638 TONGASS AVE.
KETCHIKAN, AK 99901

DICKSBODYSHOP@KPU.NET
Congratulations Class of 2019!

918 Water Street
Ketchikan, AK 99901
(907) 225-5688
Fax: (907) 225-8788

Thanks to you Annabelle's at Home is off to a great start!

Ketchikan's first home meal delivery, or pick up, service Annabelle's at Home takes dinners to a new level. Each complete meal includes a main dish, veggies, a starch and rolls for the entire family to enjoy. Each meal serves 4-6 people at less than $7 per person.

Order 2 ways:

1. Call in your order by calling 225-6000.

Meals can be delivered to your door or picked up at Annabelle's.
Congratulations Graduates!

SCHMOLCK
MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS
Serving Ketchikan since 1926

Alaska
IBEW
Local 1547

Congratulations Class of 2019!
CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2019
Thank you to those who have been a part of the studioMAX program!

LOCALLY OWNED
NATIONALLY KNOWN

4106 Tongass Ave. • 907-821-0488 • studio.max@live.com
Congratulations!
Class of 2019
From all of us at First Bank

FIRST BANK
The one who's here.

Totem Branch 228-4235  Downtown Branch 228-4474

FirstBankAK.com
Congratulations

Gavin Salazar!

- From your Taiquan and Alaska Rainforest Sanctuary family
Congratulations
Class of 2019

KPU and the KINGS!
Your only totally local communications provider
Supporting Kayhi sports teams, clubs and technology

Watch many games LIVE on
KPUtv Channel 685 or watch later on 684

in the Plaza Mall

225-5474
"DON'T DO ANYTHING WEIRD
THEY WILL HAVE THESE
YEARBOOKS FOREVER"

-MY WIFE

CREATIVE HUSTLER CO.
Y

Yeisley, Autumn...18, 19, 144, 159, 169
188, 198
Yeisley, Savannah ..........10, 25, 46, 110
120, 169
Yoder, Ashley ............47, 86, 139, 169
Yoder, Autumn ..........47, 67, 87, 131, 169
Yoder, Evan .............68, 98, 159, 169, 195
Yoder, Justice ..........89, 144, 159, 206
Young, Katori ....47, 48, 50, 54, 72, 83
86, 122, 123, 131

Z

Zartman, Carlee ......6, 11, 27, 32, 41, 46
47, 122, 123, 131, 132, 169
Zartman, Cody ....13, 46, 159, 169, 185
Zhuta, Nadire...29, 33, 42, 64, 65, 102
132, 133, 139
Zink, Braxton ..........46, 56, 57, 63
120, 132